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Self-Transformative
effects of designing
videogames ...

Do videogame designers undergo personal
transformations when designing games that are
meant to stimulate psychological changes?

... maybe!

We attempted to answer this question through a case study,
but found that our research could not provide an answer. It
does, however, provide important insights for further studies
into the self-transformative effects of designing videogames.

... and the challenge of capturing them quantitatively
A Case Study
Existing work on the benefits of designing games often focuses on
educational advantages. Videogame design is leveraged to
experientially engage with learning mathematics, logics, and
computer programming [3–5]. With the objective of exploring
personal and psychological transformations we base our work on the
reflexive effects emerging from the process of designing [6, 7].
Stefano Gualeni argues that when taking part in design processes
that are meant to be transformative for the recipients of the designed
object, designers also undergo psychological transformations [2].

In this study, we attempt to explore this hypothesis
with quantitative methods.

Screenshots from two of the games developed by the participant-designers

Experiments and Results

Problems and Discussion

We conducted two experiments over two academic years with groups of M.Sc.
students taking a ‘Videogame Development’ course.

Over a five-month period, they were tasked with developing videogames designed to
lessen the implicit attitudes towards sugary and fatty food in players. We used the
Implicit-Attitude Test (IAT) as quantitative measure [1] in both experiments, and the
Fat-Related Diet Habits Questionnaire (FRDH) in the second.
FIRST EXPERIMENT:
Students developed small, transformative videogames on an individual basis. Measures
were taken at the beginning and the end of the design process.
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SECOND EXPERIMENT:

We found that the D-Score (indicating implicit
attitude in the IAT) increased from 0.64 before the
design process to 0.92 after; an increase in
positive association for healthy food. The control
group (two students) showed a decrease, going
from 1.22 to 1.13. With BF–0=3.9 (Bayesian Paired
Samples T-Test), we found evidence for positive
implicit association strengthening throughout the
design process.

Students were tasked to develop videogames in teams of three members each. We
increased the frequency of the IAT and included the FRDH.
The D-Score of the IAT went from 0.91 to 0.70.
Participants had decreased their positive
implicit association for healthy food. The control
group (four students) went from 1.07 to 0.97.
With BF–0=0.2, there is evidence that the
practice of designing a videogame did not
positively impact the implicit association of the
participants.
The results of the FRDH questionnaire follow
this trend, with the score going from 2.60 to
3.20 (higher indicates a higher involvment of fat
in dietary habits). With BF+0=0.2, we have to
conclude that the hypothesized lowering of the
score did not occur.
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Initially, we argued that running an experiment on a group of students who were taking
a videogame development class would fit our research goals. Observing a group of
people of roughly the same age and educational background in videogame design
should remove some external factors. However, this invited several other factors:
Problems with the Educational Setting: Stress ensuing from having to design and
develop a videogame on top of studying for other courses influenced any potential
transformation that might or might not have emerged
Disconnection by Design: Participants reflected on their understanding of the healthy
and unhealthy food items in their videogames, and reported relating to them functionally
as ‘game components’ (thus potentially limiting their transformative effects)
Lack of Engagement with the Audience: Participants designed their transformative
videogames in a way that was not directly informed by the cognitive needs of their
intended players (a form of engagement that might have influenced the designers’ own
disposition towards sugary and fatty foods)
The Duration of the Experiments: The five-month ‘Videogame development’ course
taken by our participants spanned over three seasons, which entailed physiological
seasonal changes in relation to food intake and metabolism that were not accounted for.

Conclusion
Our experiments suggest that the beginning of the videogame
development process (involving tasks such as gathering
information, developing concepts, and early prototyping) has a
higher chance of triggering transformations in the videogame
designers than later phases, which are characterized by
production tasks that are less exploratory.
Complementing quantitative approaches, we believe that
qualitative indications coming from more elaborate interviews
and diary entries could provide a more complete understanding
of videogame design as a practice of self-transformation.
Finally, we speculate that dietary habits might be an ill-suited
proxy-measure for evaluating transformation in students.
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